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Many people argue that we should practice conscientious consumption. Faced with goods from greatly flawed production processes, such as wood from clear-cut rainforests or electronics containing conflict minerals, they argue that we should enact personal policies to routinely shun tainted goods and select pure(r) goods. However, consumers typically should be relatively uncertain about which flaws in global supply chains are grave and the connection of purchases to those grave flaws. The threat of significant uncertainty makes conscientious consumption appear to be no better, or even worse, than an overlooked option. This overlooked option is consumption with relinquishment: disregarding each product’s possible connections with upstream grave flaws and using the time, money, and energy saved in this way to address grave flaws directly.
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People buy many products that are closely connected to grave flaws: situations so dire that they demand some kind of excuse, justification, or remedy from all those connected with them. For instance, that phone might contain gold that was raided from an artisanal miner in the Congo at gunpoint. That wooden table might be produced from clear-cut rainforests in Indonesia. That T-shirt might have been produced in a highly unsafe factory employing young children as full-time laborers. This list could continue, linking many of the products that we buy with many global labor, environmental, and human rights concerns. Call the products linked to grave flaws in this way morally tainted, as opposed to pure(r) products that lack such intimate connections, such as your neighbor’s organic zucchini.

Many of us intuitively think that the appropriate response to the tainted products is to shun them, at least where we can. If we are to buy tables, phones, and T-shirts, we should try to buy the “ethical” table, phone, or T-shirt, those products with the best moral credentials of the feasible options. Difficulties often arise, however, when we consider what it might take to figure out which is the “ethical” table, phone, or T-shirt, especially if the product has come from a global supply chain. If we peer behind superficial marketing, we often find that celebrated certifications of purity
have their own critics among civil society, with academics suggesting the selection of some purer products does more harm than good.¹ This article suggests how consumers should respond, given these significant difficulties in knowing which flaws are grave, which purchases are linked to those flaws, and how they are linked.

The consumption practice that I wish to call into question in the case of global supply chains is what I call conscientious consumption:

*Conscientious consumption:* setting and following personal policies of shunning (or selecting) certain goods, with respect to their apparent connection (or lack of connection) to grave flaws upstream in the supply chain.²

This definition contains a few terms of art. I have defined and illustrated the concept of a *grave flaw* in the opening paragraph. Supply chains begin *upstream* at sites of initial extraction and refinement of raw materials. Products travel downstream through further producers and intermediaries toward the final consumer. By *personal policies*, I mean standing intentions to behave a given way in a given circumstance (Bratman 1989). The exact contents of such policies vary depending on the particular resources and circumstances of an agent. They might be narrow and vague, such as <when buying clothing, avoid large department stores>; wide and specific, such as <when buying a product over $15, select one that is top-rated in its category on the Ethical Consumer website>; or wide and vague, such as <before any purchase, consider what I have heard that might suggest this product is morally tainted>. Conscientious consumption is the general practice of setting such policies that cover a range of consumer goods. Technically, because of my focus on global supply chains, one could specify my target as “global-production conscientious consumption,” but for brevity, I often refer to this practice merely as conscientious consumption.

Conscientious consumption can be seen as one of three very different approaches to the problem that faces consumers considering tainted products. Another familiar practice is *cavalier consumption*:

*Cavalier consumption:* purchasing goods without regard to their apparent connection to grave flaws upstream in the supply chain.

Commonly overlooked is that both conscientious and cavalier consumption can be contrasted with *consumption with relinquishment.*³ This strategy is engaged

¹ These suggestions are explored in what follows. A good primer on the epistemic difficulties is Bartley et al. (2015).

² In this article, I focus only on conscientious consumption as a response to production processes, not to statements made by firms or their representatives or potential harm caused by the use of these products. I also simplify matters by not considering voluntary simplicity—the reduction of the overall volume of one’s consumption of products purchased firsthand. I assume that some new products (e.g., food) must be consumed by all of us sometime, and some of us must purchase new items as old ones become incapable of repair.

³ See also the excellent article by Benjamin Ferguson and Florian Ostmann (2018), which has provided significant inspiration for this article. However, where Ferguson and Ostmann focus on the act of purchasing in one industry (apparel) and one type of harm (unfair wages), my account is broader. Ferguson and Ostmann also claim that the wrongness of purchasing a tainted product 1) cannot be easily traced to its consequences and 2) can be traced (at least in the cases of unfair wages) to gaining an undeserved benefit. Here I remain open
when the consumer practices cavalier consumption, except that consumer relinquishes the “cavalier dividend”—the time and money saved through not practicing conscientious consumption—toward remedying grave flaws:

*Consumption with relinquishment:* purchasing goods without regard to their apparent connection to grave flaws upstream in the supply chain and channeling the benefits received to fitting projects.

I will argue that, at least in the case of global supply chains, it is this third, overlooked approach that captures the most appropriate moral response to grave flaws. To put it formally, I wish to argue for a claim I call the *adequacy of relinquishment*:

*Adequacy of relinquishment:* in light of the epistemic limitations that ordinary consumers face, they typically have just as much (or more) moral reason⁴ to practice consumption with relinquishment as to practice conscientious consumption.

I argue for the adequacy of relinquishment (and thus against the priority of conscientious consumption) in the following way. In section 1, I suggest several ways in which significant uncertainty on the part of a decision maker in general might lead not only to tweaks to a personal policy but to large changes to the practice of which it forms a part. In section 2, I highlight that defenses of the ethical priority of conscientious consumption typically begin from an assumption that epistemic constraints on consumers are only tangentially relevant. In section 3, I argue that in cases of grave flaws in global supply chains, each individual consumer will plausibly very often be in a situation of significant uncertainty regarding the upstream flaws and the connections of those flaws to given products. In sections 4–6, I turn to the ramifications of significant uncertainty for different approaches to conscientious consumption, especially different versions of consequentialism and deontology. Section 7 concludes and considers applications of the argument beyond global supply chains.

1. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF UNCERTAINTY

Conscientious consumption of global products is promoted by numerous nongovernmental organizations. Very often their calls to consumers to practice conscientious consumption are only implied, as in a spoof Kit Kat commercial produced by Greenpeace, which likens eating a Kit Kat chocolate wafer to eating an orangutan finger due to Nestlé’s alleged role in Indonesian rainforest destruction. At other times, conscientious consumption is framed more positively, as when the Slave Free Chocolate coalition tells us that “chocolate consumers have real power. Let’s use it to either proposition being false. Finally, Ferguson and Ostmann’s account is not primarily based on epistemic considerations, so we reach similar conclusions via different routes.

⁴I am referring to subjective moral reasons here—reasons for setting personal policies from the point of view of the agent, as seems appropriate for this context. One could, presumably, discuss the objective moral reasons, but then the debate would turn to whether agents would be blameworthy for practicing relinquishment over conscientious consumption, and the arguments I give could be adapted to show that such agents would not be blameworthy.
together to help these children.” But it is not only activists who support conscientious consumption; it also has several philosophical advocates (Nefsky 2018; Schwartz 2010; Lichtenberg 2010, 2014; Hassoun 2015, 2019; Hussain 2012b; Føllesdal 2004; Lawford-Smith 2015, 2016; Barry and Macdonald 2018). What is striking about most of the philosophical defenses of conscientious consumption is their focus on clarifying the morally significant relationship(s) between consumers’ personal purchasing policies and the upstream grave flaws. The primary philosophical project is taken to be whether purchasing, say, a particular sweatshop-made item is best understood as a causal influence on a grave flaw (Schwartz 2010; Lichtenberg 2010), getting too “close” to wrongdoing (Shepski 2013), participating in a grave flaw (Lichtenberg 2010; Schwartz 2010), a lack of uprightness or solidarity (Micheletti 2003), a lack of “creative resolve” (Hassoun 2015), or something else. In this article, I take no specific stance on what morally significant relationships (if any) apply between purchasing policies and grave flaws. Instead, I argue that the ethical arguments for conscientious consumption are incomplete, since detailing the morally relevant relationship that consumption represents does not necessarily issue in an all-things-considered recommendation for action. Many considerations might count against conscientious consumption. For instance, one might argue that despite morally relevant relationships between purchasing policies and grave flaws, there are countervailing constraints against bringing political concerns into the domain of the marketplace, because it might increase polarization, reduce sound deliberation, or exacerbate political inequalities (Hussain 2012a). In this article, I argue that the poor epistemic situation of consumers blocks any easy route by which personal conscientious consumption policies might be thought to be derived from the morally relevant relationships between purchases and the upstream grave flaw.

Before arguing, in section 3, that consumers are in a position of significant uncertainty, I want to explore what might follow if they are. After all, one might think that uncertainty just feeds straight into the reasons consumers have to set policies, in a simple way. On this view, the extent to which individual consumers are uncertain (about the provenance of a good, the effect of a mass-consumption policy, or the gravity of some flaw) weakens but does not change their reasons to continue practicing consumption. That itself is a particular strategic response to uncertainty, a strategy I call soldier on:

**Soldier on:** set personal policies based on the imperfect information you have and try to improve your information where feasible.

But it is crucial to realize that soldier on is not the only strategic response to significant uncertainty. Other (non-exclusive) responses might include the following:

**Blunder blind:** ignore the imperfect information you have completely.

---

5 http://slavefreeteacheocolate.org/.
Delegate tasks: assign the tasks you would be morally required to undertake under conditions of certainty to agents in a better epistemic position than you, and support them if appropriate.

Avoid uncertainty: set policies that will lead you to operate in domains of much greater certainty.

Because I wish to show how consumers justifiably selecting the strategies of blunder blind and delegate tasks leads to the adequacy of relinquishment thesis, let us explore these responses to uncertainty in more detail. To draw out the difference in these strategies, let us consider a somewhat contrived situation. Obscured’s team is traversing a landscape containing land mines. Obscured can try to do good by a policy of actively demining or can just avoid harm (prevent injury to his team). Obscured receives regular maps from central command showing where the land mines might be. But experience has shown that the maps are inaccurate. They routinely show mines where no mines exist and fail to show mines where mines do exist. Drawing on our earlier distinction, Obscured has several (not totally exclusive, nonexhaustive) strategies:

1. Soldier on: keep using the map, trying to ascertain ways in which the information it provides might be filtered or improved.

2. Blunder blind: ignore the map and return to using other methods, or no methods, to try to avoid mines.

3. Delegate tasks: delegate responsibility for mine clearing to a better-informed actor (perhaps a rearguard team with special equipment), and leave a cache of extra rations for them.

4. Avoid uncertainty: avoid the landscape completely, for instance, by shifting to relatively safe sea transport.

One might notice that different costs of seeking or processing information and different ethical theories interact to suggest different strategies. If one takes a consequentialist perspective, and the overall cost of receiving the map each day and picking circuitous routes that avoid the supposed mines is high enough, then Obscured might have an overall moral reason to blunder blind, and to delegate tasks, if this is an option. Alternatively, if deontological considerations against crossing some threshold of risk to the lives or limbs of any of Obscured’s team is of paramount importance, avoid uncertainty might be the best option. Soldier on is also still a live option, especially if she is dedicated to doing good by demining and no rearguard is available to whom she can delegate the task. Character-based approaches might think that the appropriate response to uncertainty depends on what would best embody the relevant virtues, perhaps given a special role that Obscured plays.

A similar situation might exist with policies of conscientious consumption. I argue in what follows that consumers have what amount to poor maps of where the tainted products and the pure products are. Should consumers therefore set radical policies that lead them to avoid uncertainty by shunning the whole domain
of global supply chains (by, for instance, having a policy of <only buy from producers you personally know>)? Is soldier on with conscientious consumption the best approach? Or does the uncertainty suggest that other actors should shoulder more responsibility and that consumers should blunder blind? One might think that, as in Obscured’s case, this will depend on the broader ethical perspective, be it consequentialist, deontological, or virtue based. However, I argue that whatever perspective we choose, the combination of blunder blind and delegate tasks is an appropriate response to the significant uncertainty of consumers. This in turn supports the adequacy of relinquishment.

Before I make that argument, it is worth considering the extant philosophical defenses of the priority of conscientious consumption that take into account the significant uncertainty of consumers.6

2. EXISTING TREATMENT OF EPISTEMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Has the philosophical literature supporting conscientious consumption already taken epistemic considerations into account? Not sufficiently.7 I survey in the following pages the brief mentions of the possibility of significant consumer ignorance and how to deal with it in the philosophical literature.

One approach makes the case for personal policies of conscientious consumption on the condition that consumers know enough. For instance, Julia Nefsky (2018, 558n2) begins her account of conscientious consumption by assuming “for the sake of argument” that we know which feasible production processes “would be better” and never returns to the question of what personal policies might be appropriate given that individuals may lack this knowledge. The problem with this approach is that it ignores the crucial issue for practical ethics: what we might do, as consumers, about grave flaws given that we do not know if we know enough.

David Schwartz (2010, 111) seems to take the possibility of significant consumer ignorance more seriously than most, asking, “What is a reasonable level of effort to expect in researching the origins of what we buy? If our research is too brief, we risk participating in serious wrongdoing without our knowledge. If we research too long, we risk gridlock in our daily decision making.” However, his work raises these questions but does not give a positive account of what a “reasonable level of effort” would be. Instead, he concludes, “while it may in fact set too low a bar, avoiding

6 There is an extensive literature on the moral ramifications of factual ignorance in moral theory (e.g., Smith 1983; Rosen 2008; Jackson 1991; Sepielli 2018; Olsen 2018). I do not engage with these theories for several reasons. First, this literature typically focuses on the ex post moral assessment of individual actions (or characters, or reasons), given what the writer and reader can recognize is (culpable or nonculpable) ignorance of the actor. My approach concerns ex ante moral assessment of individuals’ policies or plans given significant uncertainty in a given domain. Second, very often, the debate seems to concern how we should think (or maybe speak) about conduct, whereas my analysis concerns what personal policies we should enact. Thus linking the abstract literature on objective and subjective notions of moral responsibility to my current project is not currently feasible in this work, even if it were desirable.

7 Sometimes the main epistemic problem is taken to be which particular purchase of a particular product will cause an effect, not significant uncertainty about which goods are pure and which are tainted. See Lawford-Smith (2015) and Kagan (2011).
willful ignorance is a good starting point in attempting to address the epistemological burden of ethical consumerism” (111). But even Schwartz’s “low bar” might be an inappropriate response, depending on the quality of information and the costs of “receiving” it. Saying that avoiding willful ignorance is the minimum policy required of consumers rules out blunder blind as a justified response by fiat, which we might not want to do.8

Christian Barry and Kate Macdonald (2018) also take pains to outline a form of conscientious consumption sensitive to epistemic concerns, in the context of a general defense against the charge that conscientious consumption can run counter to liberal-democratic values (Hussain 2012a). They hold that conscientious consumers “should question the reliability of their own views and seek additional information (including about the views of others) as a basis for informing and revising their beliefs about appropriate objectives of social change” (217). These are admirably crafted, epistemically sophisticated policies that ideal conscientious consumers might be able to follow. However, they still assume that soldier on is the appropriate response, given significant consumer ignorance.

Nicole Hassoun (2019) takes a more dogmatic approach. She holds that “often we know” when selective consumption “promote(s) positive change” (434). Hassoun goes on to name actual programs she believes “promote positive change” by certifying products that meet a sufficient standard of purity, in particular, the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC) and Fair Trade organizations. Hassoun suggests that informed consumers are under situations of sufficient certainty, at least with regard to several widely used accreditation schemes, to give them strong reasons to practice conscientious consumption in several broad domains (e.g., apparel, foodstuffs). The plausibility of the dogmatic approach will depend in part on the credibility of the programs Hassoun identifies, which we investigate in sections 3.2 and 3.3.9

We want to know whether Hassoun’s dogmatic approach, Nefsky’s abstract approach, or the attempts by Barry and MacDonald and by Schwartz are enough to prevent epistemic considerations undermining the relative ethical adequacy of conscientious consumption. To do that, we need to take a closer look at an empirical issue: Just how ignorant are consumers about global supply chains?

3. THE UNCERTAINTY OF CONSUMERS

Very little, if anything, in practical ethics is completely certain. One way to frame the question of consumer ignorance is to ask whether consumers face significant uncertainty, where this refers to uncertainty that is major enough to require a positive

---

8 Schwartz’s own example of how avoiding willful ignorance is morally required is justified by an example where students are unwilling to listen to Schwartz’s description of the provenance of the chicken in the chicken nuggets they are about to eat. As I discuss in section 7, knowledge in the case of animal agriculture is probably easier to come by than in global supply chains linked to grave flaws, so the call simply to avoid “willful ignorance” by listening to reports one receives might apply only to that context.

9 See also Herzog (2019) for an account (published as this work was under review) that stresses the importance of the epistemic challenges but is sanguine about the ability of information technology to overcome these. Most of the challenges I raise herein are not likely to be solved using information technology.
argument for soldier on instead of choosing one or more of the other responses surveyed in section 1: blunder blind, avoid uncertainty, or delegate tasks. In what follows, I argue that consumers do face significant uncertainty regarding upstream grave flaws.

3.1 The Sources of Uncertainty

Consider the following five factors at play in global supply chains:

1. Supply chain complexity: Manufactured goods typically have supply chains with multiple tiers and branches. To take one example, in 2014, the Apple iPhone 6 was assembled from components produced by 785 suppliers in 31 countries. Sixty of these suppliers themselves had major suppliers in other countries (Ruggie 2018).

2. Supply chain dynamism: These networks are also highly dynamic, as technological improvements, changes in regulatory regimes, changes in consumer tastes, and so on all alter the incentives facing the most powerful actors in global supply chains.

3. Wide product ranges: Consumers buy a great number of different product types and, for each type, usually have a wide range of branded and unbranded products from which to choose.

4. Grave flaw complexity: The problems that conscientious consumption is often touted to solve are themselves deeply complex. For instance, demand for forest products might be a potential cause of deforestation, but interact in complicated ways with the institutional treatment of collective land rights of indigenous people, the relative demand for other products, institutional payments for ecosystem services, and so on (Bartley et al. 2015, 85–111).

5. Perspective constraints: The deep differences between the daily lives of an affluent consumer and many of those living and working upstream makes understanding the needs and trade-offs of upstream actors difficult. Even where consumers are in the same culture as the upstream actors, consumers may lack the appropriate standpoint to imagine what constitutes a morally unacceptable production process involving people from very different socioeconomic backgrounds (Schwartz 2010, 107ff.).

These five factors make it likely that consumers will often make mistakes. They might mistake a product’s provenance, for instance, if their belief that a given widget’s supply chain is free of bonded labor is false (White 2015). They might also mistake the effect of concerted consumer action, for instance, if their belief that a decrease in demand for minerals from the strife-ridden areas of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) would lead to a reduction, rather than an increase, in violence there is false. 10 They might mistakenly assess the comparative gravity of a

10 One of the only studies on unintended consequences of corporate avoidance of DRC conflict minerals suggests that, in response to declining demand for 3TG from conflict areas, the militias themselves have
flaw, for instance, if their belief that an upstream supplier refusing to hire children must be better than it hiring otherwise highly vulnerable children is false (Cadot, Traca, and Crawford 2001; Hyde 2006; Powell and Zwolinski 2012). Prevalence of any of these mistakes will be significant when they reach a level that triggers us at least to consider that a response other than soldier on is warranted.

In response to this challenge, one might point out that it is not up to the individual consumer to peer into the complex and dynamic supply chains behind the goods she buys. Instead, the consumer has the help of what I call consumer-information infrastructure: mainstream and social media, independent and business-led regulation schemes, and conscientious consumption guides.11 Conscientious consumers can draw on this infrastructure to help them navigate the complex global production networks to deliver credible information about better and worse production processes.

However, the information infrastructure itself faces serious challenges. Supply chain complexity and dynamism mean that effectively auditing a single company’s supply chain is too costly for most nonprofit organizations to perform feasibly and in a fully comprehensive manner. Product range also presents a significant difficulty for conscientious consumption guides. After all, such guides try to collate and synthesize a huge range of already poor-quality information about grave flaws in supply chains, meaning they have to rely heavily on companies’ self-reports and employ idiosyncratic methods, such as searching for key words related to grave flaws in news stories.12 Independent certification and monitoring schemes, such as Fairtrade, Fair Wear Foundation, and the Forest or Marine Stewardship Councils, with their narrower focus, can perform somewhat more rigorous analysis of parts of global production networks than conscientious shopping guides can, but such specialized bodies face a number of other problems.

Consider the conflicts of interest facing such organizations within the information infrastructure. It is well known that firms have an incentive to mislead consumers about the ethical qualities of their own products, and many industry-led schemes in the consumer-information infrastructure can be of dubious quality.13 But even

11 For examples of conscientious consumption guides, see the United Kingdom’s Ethical Shopping Guide (https://thegoodshoppingguide.com/) and Ethical Consumer (https://www.ethicalconsumer.org/).

12 Ethical Consumer’s ratings for human rights and workers’ rights are particularly idiosyncratic, where companies are down-ranked simply for conducting business in China, Israel, or Russia. Large companies and retailers tend to score lower as a function of their diverse business practices. For instance, Coca-Cola is downgraded for including animal gelatin in some of its massive product range, and clothing retailers are downgraded in the environmental category if they are department stores that also sell petrol (Ethical Consumer 2018). Those guides, such as apparel-focused Good On You (n.d.), which can afford to undertake relatively vigorous research into the supply chains behind various apparel companies, typically rely on funding from the very brands they recommend, creating the kinds of conflicts of interest I discuss later.

13 For instance, there is some evidence that a chemical manufacturer’s membership in the Chemical Manufacturing Association’s Responsible Care Initiative was, at least prior to 2002, a signal that the manufacturer was more likely to be a significantly worse polluter than a nonmember (Gamper-Rabindran and Finger 2013)!
independent civil society schemes have conflicts of interest: the very environmental and labor nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) on whom conscientious consumers tend to rely have subgoals that might align poorly with consumers’ epistemic concerns (see, e.g., Singer and van der Ven 2019). One is in surviving and growing in a competitive market for institutional funding and donations from individuals. This might provide pressure to simplify issues and overstate the impact that conscientious consumption campaigns have. Furthermore, NGOs sometimes compete with one another to be the most prominent certifier chosen by industry so as to have access to sensitive information and funding. As a consequence, NGO monitors face pressure to acquiesce to questionable industry practices. Such competition between agencies, such as the Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification and the Forest Stewardship Council, is one mechanism that might degrade the quality of information reaching the consumer. Also, as in the corporate setting, agency problems arise: the individuals acting within the organization may be pursuing personal rather than organizational goals. This might entail sacrificing the ideals of the organization for short-term gains, such as being involved in a high-profile (but practically doubtful) standard-setting scheme (Bartley et al. 2015; Cafaggi and Renda 2012).

Finally, a clear majority of the most prominent NGOs in the informational infrastructure are from developed rather than developing countries (Cafaggi and Renda 2012). It is not hard to see how perspective constraints might lead to developed-country biases in the selection of what constitutes grave flaws and judgments of their relative importance. For instance, Gay Seidman (2007) has traced how child labor and workplace safety form the main concerns of international NGOs monitoring the apparel industry, and violations of rights to organize are virtually ignored by the consumer-information infrastructure.

I believe the challenges facing individual consumers and the flawed informational infrastructure are enough to suggest that consumers are in a position of significant uncertainty. To illustrate my point, and to explore the extent to which even the best organizations might be of only minor help to conscientious consumers, I want to investigate the two supposed paradigm cases of consumer knowledge on which Hassoun relies: goods from organizations accredited by the WRC and by Fairtrade.

---

14 Can the intelligence of international organizations such as the World Trade Organization (WTO) and International Labour Organization (ILO) assist the information infrastructure in determining which goods are pure and which are tainted? The prospects look doubtful. The WTO does not routinely monitor supply chains for moral flaws; it only does so if there is a dispute about barriers to trade, and there have been only a few such disputes. The ILO does have more remit to propose labor standards (as it has done), but like most international bodies, its fundamental role is coordination and best-practice information sharing. Given the consensus needed for international law and the contentiousness questions about whether developed countries are too eager to lean on labor concerns as “disguised protectionism,” the ILO lacks the power or legitimacy to enforce, or even in most cases appropriately investigate, proposed labor standards violations (Hyde 2009). But even if the WTO or ILO had (or could have) significant intelligence about which products were tainted and which were pure, consumers would still need to be able to ascertain that this was a reliable source. It’s not obvious that they could do so adequately for the great range of products they consume. I thank an anonymous reviewer for pressing this concern.
3.2 Example 1: The Worker Rights Consortium

Let us begin with the WRC. This NGO aims to “document and combat sweatshop conditions, identify and expose the practices of global brands and retailers that perpetuate labor rights abuses; and protect the rights of workers who make apparel and other products” (Worker Rights Consortium, n.d.-a). The WRC has managed to remain surprisingly independent of the large manufacturers. Forty-five percent of its income comes from association fees from affiliated universities (Worker Rights Consortium, n.d.-b). The WRC operates in two main ways. One is by joining with pressure group United Students against Sweatshops to encourage universities to incorporate specific requirements for beyond-compliance codes of conduct (hereafter “codes”) on the part of the university’s merchandisers (e.g., Nike, Under Armour, Badger) who source product from suppliers in developing countries. The other is investigating claims by workers that conditions in supplier factories are substandard and communicating those investigations to the public and their university affiliates.15 Hassoun (2019, 40n17) thus claims that consumers can “promote positive change” by “boycotting university branded items” unless the university affiliates with the WRC. But this policy ignores the threat of significant uncertainty about provenance of goods, the effectiveness of consumer action, and the gravity of flaws.

First, consider mistakes about provenance. WRC affiliation provides no guarantee that any given university has successfully implemented WRC-approved codes in its licensing agreements with merchandisers, because universities are only obliged to “work toward” incorporating such codes in their licensing agreements. And even if universities were able to pressure merchandisers to adopt WRC-approved codes, it is possible or even likely that this would occur throughout the supply chain. Thus the same merchandiser’s goods sold at non-WRC universities, or even department stores, could be just as pure as goods from WRC-affiliated universities. Second, consider mistakes about effectiveness. Crucially, we do not know how the merchandisers’ relationships with upstream suppliers are affected by adopting WRC-approved codes of conduct. Ideally, merchandisers will respond to violations of the WRC-approved code by engaging with the factory to improve situations for the workers. But a typical response is often to ignore the violations (to no effect) or simply to cancel contracts with the upstream supplier (leaving workers in developing countries unemployed and, arguably, in a worse situation than they would be under sweatshop conditions) (Locke 2013).16 Third are mistakes about the gravity of flaws. The WRC codes of conduct could be overly stringent. For example, is restricting a supplier’s employees to a forty-eight-hour workweek (where local laws are more permissive) appropriate? Does it strike a good balance between the rights of individuals to enter into contracts and the social benefit of restrictions on mandatory

---

15 Hassoun claims that, “unlike the WRC, the Fair Labor Association gives companies control over monitoring their own factories” (40), which might be taken to imply that the WRC has the power to enter factory sites and does so routinely. This implication is false. The WRC has no authority to enter factory sites and typically investigates by offsite interviews with workers, not with direct monitoring of factories.

16 It might also lead to merchandisers avoiding the least developed countries, where low-wage work for the export sector is most desired.
hours? If not, it could be causing a serious flaw, not remedying one. Most dramatically, the WRC advocates that universities insist that their merchandisers require that their suppliers pay a “living wage.” However, Alta Gracia, the one apparel factory that pays what the WRC considers a living wage, has been unable to turn a profit, which does not promise long-term sustainable employment at a systemic level (Legrain 2019).

The first of Hassoun’s paradigms of consumer certainty is much more complicated than it first appears. If buying from WRC-affiliated universities comes with some (opportunity) cost, it seems consumers are in a situation where their uncertainty about whether this is the better personal policy at least looks to approach significance.

3.3 Example 2: Fair Trade

Another part of the information infrastructure Hassoun suggests we should trust is Fair Trade. One of Fair Trade’s core goals is to provide a more stable, fairer price to cooperatives and farmers for their agricultural goods. But Fair Trade aims to do more than just pay workers more; it aims to empower and educate individuals, to build strong communities, and to protect the environment in producing countries. But is it effective at reaching these goals? Are Fair Trade goods purer than non–Fair Trade goods? Hassoun claims that “we have good evidence” that “many Fair Trade programmes benefit poor farmers and sometimes larger communities.” The qualifiers in Hassoun’s statement raise many questions: How often do how many Fair Trade “programs” need to benefit poor farmers for Fair Trade goods to be purer than non–Fair Trade goods? And is that enough to rule out buying non–Fair Trade goods and channeling the cavalier dividend saved to good causes? It seems we need expertise.

Hassoun cites as evidence of Fair Trade’s benefits one working paper (Murray, Raynolds, and Taylor 2003), one peer-reviewed article (Bacon 2005), and one edited collection (Ruben 2008). As well as these cautious supporters of Fair Trade, there are numerous critics. These critics’ objections involve significant detail but raise several concerns. Regarding the provenance of Fair Trade goods, investigative journalism has detailed cases that illustrate that Fair Trade certification is far from a guarantee of fair treatment of farmworkers (Weitzman 2006). More systematic approaches suggest that very little of the premium paid by the consumer actually reaches poor farmers (Griffiths 2012; De Janvry, McIntosh, and Sadoulet 2015; Booth and Whetstone 2007). Regarding their effect, Griffiths (2012) suggests that Fair Trade’s criteria means a better deal for farmers in developing countries with stronger institutions who are already relatively better off than the worst-off farmers in the poorest countries, and Fair Trade’s blanket ban on genetically modified organisms arguably sets back development of a key technology for coping with environmental problems.

17 In 2011, Fair Trade USA split from Fair Trade International (over a dispute about whether plantations as well as small farms should be included) (Bartley et al. 2015). But Hassoun talks just of Fair Trade in general, so I follow her nomenclature.
Putting aside the direct critics, literature reviews in major journals give only lukewarm support for the idea that Fair Trade makes a valuable difference to the lives of those it tries to help. For instance, in a 2008 review article, Ann Le Mare claims, “The actions of Fair Trade practitioners and organizations are complex and variable, with multiple outcomes with rather less of the certainty than is offered in some marketing portrayals of Fair Trade” (1938). Dragusanu, Giovannucci, and Nunn (2014, 234) give a slightly more sanguine assessment, claiming that “Fair Trade does achieve many of its intended goals, although on a comparatively modest scale relative to the size of national economies.” Dragusanu and colleagues note further concerns, such as that the Fair Trade system is “opaque” and that there is some evidence that Fair Trade cooperatives are trusted less by workers than non–Fair Trade cooperatives. This might lead to concern about the success of the kinds of community development that Fair Trade aims to promote.

Overall, it is plausible that a policy of purchasing Fair Trade goods might be an improvement on cavalier consumption, but, given the relatively minor benefits, it is certainly not obvious whether individuals wanting to remedy global inequality or poverty would be best placed choosing Fair Trade over conventional alternatives and channeling the cavalier dividend (in time and money) to worthy causes. We will investigate this issue further in section 5.

I have thus far just sketched the empirical basis for the threat of significant uncertainty, both in general terms and with two examples that have been held up as paradigms by a prominent supporter of conscientious consumption. I take it that the uncertainty facing consumers is major enough at least to consider whether soldier on with conscientious consumption is a worthwhile personal policy, once we take the relative epistemic conditions of consumers and the possibility for consumption with relinquishment into account. That is to say, I think it plausible that the uncertainty facing consumers is significant. That said, the relative extent of consumers’ uncertainty compared to other agents is a difficult and largely empirical matter, which I have only outlined here. But even if I have vastly overstated the extent of consumers’ uncertainty, considering what relatively high levels of consumer uncertainty would mean is still an interesting hypothetical. You might think it applies to select markets or that it might increase in the future. In any case, we should consider what significant uncertainty might mean for the supposed ethical priority of conscientious consumption, which occupies the next three sections.

4. DEONTOLOGICAL APPROACHES

Deontological arguments focus on identifying morally troubling relationships, causal or otherwise, between individual conscientious consumption policies and the upstream grave flaws. This can be spelled out in different ways. For instance, one might hold that consumers should avoid becoming complicit in grave flaws, where complicity is the relationship of being a “core participant” in some practice (Schwartz 2010, 69–84). A deontologist might also warn against consumers involuntarily benefiting from injustice, especially when there is no good way to
appropriately relinquish the benefit. Julia Nefsky (2018) suggests that even a single ineffectual purchase might fit the morally relevant relationship of “helping” to bring about a bad outcome in the future. Waheed Hussain, like Schwartz, takes the relevant moral relationship to be one of participating but adds a nuanced view of the nature of the obligation that results. Hussain (2012b) claims that participation in a typically morally legitimate institution (the market) is not wrong in itself, but it creates special remedial duties. Because of their participation, consumers should take on some of the enforcement roles governments are proving to be unable to play in global production networks by shunning tainted goods and selecting pure(r) goods. As well as different types of relationships, different versions of a deontological approach have two different levels of stringency. One might be strict, holding that any level of the appropriate wrong-making relationship creates overall moral reason to favor policies of shunning the relevant good. Another kind of approach might be relaxed, holding that there is overall moral reason to set shunning policies only when the wrong-making relationship becomes strong enough for the good to be judged “sufficiently tainted.” Which of these approaches, if any, points to the priority of conscientious consumption?

4.1 Strict Deontology

Let us begin with the strict version, which sees any risk of being morally implicated in the grave flaws as morally unacceptable. Recall that significant uncertainty might recommend that agents avoid uncertainty by shunning whole domains. In section 1, we considered that the inaccuracy of her map coupled with concerns not to risk life and limb of her team could plausibly lead Obscured to avoid uncertainty by shunning crossing the land completely, even at significant cost. Analogously, a strict deontologist (call her Austere) might be tempted to avoid uncertainty through practicing or recommending “hyperlocal” conscientious personal policies. Austere’s policies would aim at avoiding goods from global supply chains completely through purchasing only local items of known provenance. I believe this would be a mistake, even granting the strict deontological approach.

My argument cannot rest on the idea that a policy of complete withdrawal from global supply chains will be very costly for Austere (or those she would help, if the alternative is consumption with relinquishment). After all, the point of the strict deontological approach is that Austere should avoid being in a morally relevant relationship with the grave flaws, even if she could bring about more good through remaining in the relationship and spending the cavalier dividend wisely. Rather, my key objection is that, by avoiding uncertainty via hyperlocalism, Austere is more likely to enter similarly bad morally relevant relationships with grave flaws than if she were to practice consumption with relinquishment or cavalier consumption.19

18 This avoid-benefiting-from-injustice argument can be found, with less than complete endorsement, in Schwartz (2010, 82), and Lawford-Smith (2015) thinks it interacts with other duties. See also Pasternak (2016), Butt (2007), and Kingston (2020).

19 Note that some try to make an argument for hyperlocalism on independent environmental grounds, but these arguments are usually flawed by not taking into account comparative environmental advantages of trade.
Consider the credible claims made by economists and the World Bank that, because countries seek to produce according to their comparative advantage, international trade provides benefits for developing as well as developed countries, however unequally those benefits might be currently shared.20 Even if one is less confident than these experts that global trade is a net benefit for the global poor, it hard to deny that it is a system on which millions of the world’s poorest have come to rely and around which they have formed legitimate expectations. Thus it is reasonable to expect that the effect of existing movements of consumers shunning global supply chains would foreseeably be to set back the interests of many of the vulnerable global poor. This means, I argue, that the same kinds of strict deontological concerns that count in favor of hyperlocalism also would count against hyperlocalism. By avoiding uncertainty through hyperlocal consumption, Austere participates in/benefits from/helps the cancellation of mutually beneficial trading arrangements on which the global poor have come to rely.

A strict deontological defender of hyperlocalism might try to rescue Austere’s policy in two ways. One way would be to offer a double-effect defense. Deontological approaches often can ignore the costs of some action if they are merely foreseen, not intended. Because Austere does not intend to set back the interests of the vulnerable global poor, she would be off the hook for that consequence. Another way would be to offer the inefficacy defense, claiming that Austere should be concerned with the actual quality of her policy and not the aggregate effect of many people following a similar policy.

Both defenses rescue the hyperlocalist version of conscientious consumption but suggest that cavalier consumption and consumption with relinquishment are also both permissible. The double-effect defense would allow Austere to practice cavalier consumption, for the bad effects that flow from cavalier consumption are also unintended (unless someone purchases tropical wood, say, in order to destroy Indonesian rainforest!). The same argument applies to consumption with relinquishment a fortiori, because the benefits to the global poor are intended, whereas the harms are not. The inefficacy defense strays even further from hyperlocalism as a response to significant uncertainty. By claiming that Austere can set a policy of shunning goods from global supply chains because the effect on the livelihoods of the global poor is negligible, the strict deontologist is granting too much. She grants that it is ultimately the consequences of a policy, not the noncausal relationship that the policy has to the grave flaw, that matter morally. And if a policy of shunning all goods from global supply chains has only a negligible effect, consistency would suggest that the effect of her following a cavalier or relinquishment policy on the grave flaws would also be negligible. Again, the inefficacy defense, if it allows
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would-be conscientious consumers to practice hyperlocalism, also allows them to practice cavalier consumption.

Assuming the strict deontologist does not use the inefficacy or double-effect defense, she is left in a quandary about what to recommend in the light of significant uncertainty. One shouldn’t soldier on, blunder blind, or delegate tasks, because these policies all come with a nonzero risk of being implicated in grave flaws, but one shouldn’t avoid uncertainty via hyperlocalism either, because this would implicate one in severing mutually beneficial relationships with the global poor. A consistent strict deontologist sees us all as featuring in a tragic dilemma, where we cannot help but do wrong. If that is the case, it seems plausible that choosing the practice has the best consequences would be a good way to break a supposed moral tie. I argue later that consumption with relinquishment is typically the practice with the best consequences. In any case, even a tie between consumption with relinquishment and conscientious consumption is a remarkable conclusion: a moral requirement to keep very clean hands, in light of the significant uncertainty of consumers, actually supports the ethical adequacy of relinquishment.

4.2 The Relaxed Deontological Approach

Let us turn now to the relaxed version, in which moral reasons are triggered by some threshold at which goods are judged sufficiently tainted to require shunning. One might be tempted to conclude that this approach would recommend soldiering on in the case of significant uncertainty. This is how such reasoning might go:

Given our ignorance, our conscientious consumption policies will probably cause us to act on false negatives, to purchase some goods we should have judged to be tainted. Despite this, conscientious consumption policies will still be acceptable. For on the relaxed deontological account, there is already a level of arbitrariness in deciding which goods count as sufficiently tainted and which count as sufficiently pure. This means that recognizing false negatives is not fatal to the strategy of soldiering on with conscientious consumption policies.

But, we should ask, what would encourage us to judge such a strategy of soldiering on permissible, as opposed to aiming for clean hands by avoiding uncertainty? One answer is that such approaches tolerate some false negatives to a level that is outweighed by the benefits of avoiding the huge numbers of false positives (treating pure products as tainted) that a policy like Austere’s would produce. But this means that the relaxed deontologist argument for soldiering on in the light of significant uncertainty is not a deontological approach at all but a version of a consequentialist...

---

21 Brock (2014) and Calder (2010) make an insightful objection to a hyperlocalist strategy on some deontological grounds. These authors point out that, at least if the morally relevant relationship between consumers and the upstream flaws is one of benefiting from injustice, this probably also holds between those who practice global shunning and the upstream flaws. This is due to shunners benefiting indirectly, for example, from the cheaper consumer goods available to others in their communities. Because this approach relies on one particular moral relationship (benefiting from injustice), I do not discuss it further here.

22 See Andreou (2006) for the arbitrariness of the relaxed deontological approach.
approach, so we can discuss its plausibility in section 5. Suppose, alternatively, that the reason this balancing of false positives with false negatives is tolerable is that it represents the appropriate attitude to hold toward the potential victims of grave flaws under uncertainty. That is to say, a policy <buy only Fair Trade coffee> might mean one participates in/helps/benefits (from) a worse deal for developing world farmers but the balance of risks suggests that this kind of policy still represents an appropriate level of respect to those farmers. But while appropriate respect might justify conscientious consumption in this way, it also might justify consumption with relinquishment, because that arguably also demonstrates an appropriate respect toward those living in countries where the grave flaws are rife. If the relaxed version of the deontological approach does not collapse into consequentialism, it seems to provide no general reason to choose conscientious consumption over consumption with relinquishment, and thus the adequacy of relinquishment is supported.

4.3 The Duty-of-Preservation Approach

The final type of deontological approach we will consider draws on the idea that consumers, by having participated in the market, gain a duty to preserve its legitimacy. For Waheed Hussain (2012b, 2018), the justification for conscientious consumption comes not from a duty to keep one’s own hands clean but from a duty to repair a broken but still potentially morally legitimate system in which one is a participant. Hussain holds that all downstream actors need to “step up” to fill the responsibility deficit that plagues global supply chains. This much the supporter of consumption with relinquishment can go along with, for it only indicates a morally relevant relationship (that of participating in a morally legitimate system in need of repair) that might attach to consumers. The practical upshot for Hussain (2012b, 171) is that this duty entails a moral requirement for consumers in general to “keep up with a variety of certification schemes” and to “pressure and shame other market actors.” Hussain (2018) makes it clear that the reason behind this duty is, temporarily at least, to supply the enforcement powers that international standard-setting bodies like the International Labour Organization lack.

Once again, these conscientious consumption policies might be completely plausible under conditions of adequate certainty. If, alternatively, consumers suffer significant uncertainty about the provenance of products, the effect of selecting or shunning, and the gravity of upstream flaws, what follows? Here the rival strategy to soldiering on is not to avoid uncertainty but to delegate tasks. Just as Obscured might respond to significant uncertainty by assigning the task of mine clearing to a rearguard with better equipment, consumers might respond to a poorly regulated global market by blundering blindly and passing the cavalier dividend on to those better placed to preserve the moral legitimacy of the global market in consumer goods.

One might wonder, if the main concern about global supply chains stems from the deficit in regulation of the global marketplace, which other players can take up that role? I believe the field of potential agents of change is richer than is often understood. Most immediately, as Hussain (2018) acknowledges, the task of providing
incentives to firms to avoid causing global flaws might be provided by other downstream market actors.\textsuperscript{23} Perhaps most controversially, conscientious investors might seek out companies with a social impact that reduces the grave flaws; shun companies that fall below some threshold of decent behavior; or engage with them by, for example, proxy resolutions.\textsuperscript{24} Workers in downstream firms can not only also try to influence their own firms’ policies from within but incentivize good conduct by allowing concerns about grave flaws to determine their decisions about if and when to leave or join firms.\textsuperscript{25}

But more radically, consumers could channel their cavalier dividends in time, money, and personal energy to actors outside the market. Some of these actors might be at the grassroots level—these might include transnational efforts to bolster workers’ rights to organize (Ronzoni 2016) as well as to support legal and political expressions of popular sovereignty brought against countries accused of violating human rights law.\textsuperscript{26} At the institutional level, there are promising proposals at the academic stage that point out ways states could reform the opaque investor–state dispute settlement system, which many claim prevents developing countries from enacting stronger regulations protecting environmental, labor, and social concerns (Eberhardt and Olivet 2018; Slater 2015). More ambitiously, there are proposals to create a democratic, transparent way to improve global labor standards without penalizing poor countries (Barry and Reddy 2008). Finally, NGO-led citizens’ campaigns could pressure their own countries to enact domestic policies that help reduce grave flaws abroad, such as ending farm subsidies, contributing more support to burgeoning regulatory states in developing countries, or clarifying to the judiciary that countries headquartered there can be held liable for violations of human rights abroad (Ruggie 2013; Schrempf-Stirling and Wettstein 2017).

I argue that, of the different aforementioned actors who might take up the task of providing remedies to grave flaws in global supply chains, consumers are typically in the worst epistemic position, for three reasons. First, consumers are epistemically further from the grave flaws than other potential actors. Conscientious job seekers and a fortiori conscientious job leavers, as well as conscientious investors in downstream firms, are at least one step closer in the supply chain to the flaws in question. Outside the market, grassroots campaigns are by definition much closer to the flaw in question. Diplomats of developed-country governments will typically have more

\textsuperscript{23}The task of transferring the cavalier dividend to these groups is especially easy when it is the same individual who plays both these roles, but resources and support can be transferred around our personal networks to assist others if we ourselves are neither workers in relevant industries nor investors.

\textsuperscript{24}See Vogel (2007) and Sandberg (2013) for a critical look at the efficacy of ethical investing.

\textsuperscript{25}In particular, there is concern in the fossil fuel extraction industry that they won’t be able to attract talented young professionals to replace the retiring generation of baby boomers. For instance, when Norwegian state-owned enterprise Statoil recently changed its name to Equinor, the CEO cited the need to “arouse curiosity among young people so they see the other aspects of Statoil, including renewable energy” (Adomaitis 2018). For data on the relative importance of the “ethical reputation” of firms for Millennial and Gen Z job seekers, see Deloitte (2018).

\textsuperscript{26}See the work of Earthrights International (https://earthrights.org/about/) and Advocates for Alternatives (https://advocatesforalternatives.org/about-us/).
experience with, and understand better, the needs of developing countries, and
domestic campaigns for institutional reforms have more ability to seek direct input
from developing-country perspectives than unorganized consumers do. Consumers
seem to have no advantage over any of these actors, epistemically speaking. Second,
remember a disadvantage of consumers: the wide range of options. Because each
consumer is connected to so many supply chains, the range of issues about which
consumers must know spans industries, sectors, global regions, and grave flaws. By
contrast, most employees and some investors are involved in a far more limited
number of supply chains, which enables a natural division of epistemic labor.
Conscientious workers and investors have independent incentives to learn in depth
about a few domains in the vast world of global supply chains. Governments and
many NGOs have a wide scope of concern, but division of labor within institutions
allows for specialization. Third, the root reason preventing consumers from meeting
the challenge of the wide range of options and their distance from the grave flaws, as
well as specific epistemic challenges, is the lack of organization among consumers.
Consumers are, by and large, an unstructured group—not generally organized in the
right kinds of ways to collate and process large amounts of information—whereas,
for instance, workers within firms or labor unions already have some institutional
structure. These reasons suggest that, in light of significant uncertainty, the duty-
of-preservation view provides moral reasons that support blundering blindly in the
market while delegating tasks and using the cavalier dividend to support those
granted with the tasks.

Perhaps, a proponent of ethical consumerism might argue, some wisdom-of-the-
crowds effect might make consumers as an unstructured group wiser than they
seem. Just as diverse sets of problem solvers do better than teams of experts, and an
average of untutored predictions can often exceed expert judgment, the aggregate
of consumers can outperform other agents at remedying grave flaws (Hong and
Page 2004, 2012; Page 2008). The problem with this argument is that the theoretical
results on which the wisdom-of-the-crowds literature builds (e.g., Hong and
Page 2004) apply, in the case of problem solving, to groups of problem solvers
applying diverse heuristics to particular kinds of difficult problems with 1) multiple
local optima, 2) consensus about relative success conditions, and 3) clear feedback
about whether attempts meet those conditions (Page 2008). This does not describe
the problem of remedying grave flaws very well at all, especially given significant
uncertainty.

In sum, none of the deontological approaches we have discussed result in the
priority of conscientious consumption, and thus the adequacy of relinquishment

27 It’s true that there are consumer collectives. There are formal collectives aimed at protecting consumer
rights and interests, and groups of aficionados, but they are bound by a common thread between the members
—a passion, a shared local community. Even if consumers interested in remedying some grave flaw form a
community, they need more than such a specific interest to form a functioning collective.

28 The case of the “wisdom of the crowds” in prediction seems even further removed from the task of
remedying grave flaws in global supply chains since the predictions on which the collective wisdom models
are based are easily quantified predictions (such as the weight of a steer or the location of a submarine) (Hong
and Page 2012).
thesis is supported. I argued that the epistemic situation of consumers compared to other potential agents of change is relatively poor, which counts against the duty-of-preservation argument for conscientious consumption. A relaxed version of a “standard” deontological approach (that consumers should avoid morally relevant [non-causal] relationships with grave flaws) either gives no independent support to conscientious consumption over consumption with relinquishment or is fundamentally sensitive to the consequences of different practices. I also argued that the strict version of the deontological approach must conclude that consumers are in a tragic dilemma between bad options. However, I suggested that in such a situation, aiming at the bad option with best consequences is commendable. So far, I have merely asserted that consumption with relinquishment (blundering blindly but using the cavalier dividend wisely) is the practice with the best consequences. In what follows, I back up that assertion, which will be of independent interest to many, as it concerns the consequences of different consumption practices.

5. CONSEQUENTIALIST APPROACHES

Can consequentialist approaches support the priority of conscientious consumption? That is to say, can they show that an individual practicing conscientious consumption produces significantly better expected consequences overall compared to available alternatives?29 There will be great differences in consequentialist approaches regarding what the morally relevant consequences are. For instance, while utilitarian versions might support those consumption policies that best promote overall well-being, sophisticated consequentialist views would suggest that individuals choose those consumption policies that best promote, for instance, individuals’ rights or the beauty of ecosystems. For initial purposes, we can consider both utilitarian approaches and sophisticated consequentialist views together.

5.1 Upstream Effects

One might be tempted to think that the biggest challenge facing such consequentialist accounts is to show how this kind of approach can issue in overall moral reason for an individual consumer to set conscientious policies even given certainty about provenance of products, the gravity of a flaw, and the effect of masses of consumers shifting consumption. After all, the consumption patterns that incentivize morally flawed upstream processes seem to be essentially aggregate-level phenomena. However, there are good consequentialist accounts that draw out the moral relationship between an individual act of purchase and the aggregate effect of incentivizing grave flaws. Shelley Kagan (2011), Alistair Norcross (2004), and David Schwartz (2010) argue that while purchases have a large chance of triggering nothing at all morally significant, they have a minuscule chance of triggering some significant market threshold or social threshold. The rough heuristic that results is that the effect
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29 Some consequentialist views would hold that the question concerns what the actual effects of a policy are, not what the expected effects are. My response to such approaches will mirror my response to focusing on objective moral reasons (see note 4).
of a single act (or, in my case, policy) is some large effect of reducing a grave flaw multiplied by the very small chance that it is the act (or policy) that makes a difference. While those views garner some criticism, such consequentialist approaches are potentially viable as explanations of at least the expected value that an individual purchase has regarding the grave flaws.

So, putting aside the worry that individual consumer policies bring about no benefits in terms of reducing grave flaws, what can we say about the upstream net effect of global supply chain conscientious consumption policies in the aggregate? Consequentialists must leave it open that this effect could even be negative. As well as the criticisms we have made of Fair Trade and the WRC, consider some of the highest-profile cases of conscientious consumption, such as shunning soccer balls unless they are certified by UNICEF not to have been sewn using child labor or avoiding conflict minerals from the DRC. These have been determined by some analysts to have exacerbated the problems they were designed to solve (Parker, Aragon, and Parker 2017; Cadot, Traca, and Crawford 2001; Hyde 2006). In fact, to a skeptical eye, it is much easier to find cases of conscientious consumption causing harm upstream than causing a benefit upstream. But I do not want to rest my case for conscientious consumption on the claim that it creates more harm than benefit. Assume that there is some benefit caused by aggregate demand for what appear to be purer goods and that the expected value of individual conscientious consumption policies are some (tiny) fraction of that benefit. Even then, it is not obvious that conscientious consumption practices are better than consumption with relinquishment.

5.2 Downstream Effects

Along with upstream costs and benefits, conscientious consumption has downstream costs borne and benefits received by the consumer and those with whom he or she interacts. The first kind of downstream cost is the increased monetary cost to the consumer. Typically, apparently purer goods come at a premium. With fair-trade coffee, for instance, the differences between what retailers would have charged for the same coffee without the Fair Trade certification are both counterfactual and confidential. Some estimates are an extra ten British pence per cup or five US dollars per pound of coffee, via retail (Griffiths 2012).

This problem arises a fortiori for those clean items that have a larger markup compared to their substitutes. And many (if not most) apparently pure(r) items are in this category. For instance, Fairphone (n.d.) produces a smartphone that actively tries to “support economic development and encourage responsible mining practices in the DRC and beyond” by “partnering with a variety of initiatives to set up transparent supply chains for the essential minerals used in our phones.” Even if we take at face value Fairphone’s claims to have found good-quality sources of 3TG from within conflict areas, the trouble is that such a phone is more expensive by a
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factor of two than another phone of comparable quality (Cahalane 2015). This level of markup for pure goods is not unusual. Internal research by Ethical Consumer measured the typical cost increase between the products with its top-three rating in a category and the products with its bottom-three rating. Ethical Consumer found that this varied significantly by category of goods, from a 900 percent markup for the top-rated shampoos to a 150 percent markup for the top-rated apparel, with a few categories, such as top-rated refrigerators and sunscreens, being cheaper than the alternatives (Pooler and Harrison, n.d.). Note that these figures do not take into account that Ethical Consumer compares brand-name items, not unbranded items or store-brand items, which would only increase the markup for apparently purer products.

It might seem gauche (or even just wrong, in a rights-based consequentialist approach) to compare a few dollars saved by buying a dirty product to the potential expected benefit of a purer purchase reducing orremediying the incidence of grave flaws like banditry, the worst forms of child labor, or deforestation upstream. But we need to remember that our contrast class does not contain only cavalier consumption, where that money saved could be spent on anything. When we contrast the net effect of conscientious policies with the net effect of consumption with relinquishment, the increased downstream cost of conscientious consumption appears highly relevant. Every dollar spent on making sure one’s chocolate bar is pure with regard to bonded child labor is a dollar that could have been spent trying to improve overall welfare in a more effective way under utilitarian considerations or remedying the specific kind of grave flaw in other ways (as sophisticated consequentialist approaches would suggest). The increased time and energy spent researching pure alternatives to dirty goods, and obtaining them, also must be assessed as part of the relevant cost of a conscientious consumption policy.

Apart from the costs directly borne by the consumer in question, there can be less obvious downstream costs. One might argue that an individual practicing conscientious consumption will lead to moral licensing, making it less likely that an individual consumer will behave morally in general after buying a cleaner product. The moral self-licensing effect appears in studies about political consumerism in particular. In one experiment, consumers randomly assigned to buy goods from an online store with environmental credentials were more likely to lie and steal immediately afterward than those assigned to buy from a conventional store (Mazar and Zhong 2010). Perhaps even more concerning, participants in one study who were simply given an organic cotton towel as a reward were less likely to subsequently donate money to help refugees than those given a conventional towel (Engel and Szech 2020). Of course, it is unclear to what extent these studies have external validity and demonstrate a persistent moral self-licensing effect that applies specifically to conscientious consumption (and not, say, consumption with relinquishment), but they might give advocates of conscientious consumerism pause.\footnote{One might wonder whether this criticism is unfair: don’t all moral actions risk moral licensing to some extent? One reason to think that moral licensing applies more strongly to conscientious consumption is the tangible, physical reminder of one’s “pure” purchase. I thank Allen Buchanan for raising this worry.}
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Is there potential, though, for conscientious consumption to have side effects that are significantly positive? The apparently purer good might be (or appear to be) more pleasing to the consumer, as when a consumer finds fair-trade coffee tastier than his or her usual brand.32 But even if this is a consistent effect, some sophisticated consequentialists will not count consumer pleasure as a relevant effect. However, consequentialists of all stripes might think that if conscientious consumption policies also increase political engagement with remedies of the grave flaws, this would be a relevant benefit of conscientious consumption. As consumers seek to choose cleaner products, this story goes, they become more aware of the extent of the grave flaws, the complexity of the situation, and possibly actions that state actors or NGOs might take to remedy the grave flaws in a more systematic way.

This is true, but the effect of conscientious consumption on political engagement might also be negative. Consider a political version of the moral licensing worry presented earlier (call it political licensing). Because consumers might feel that they have “done their bit” for, say, remedying deforestation by buying Forest Stewardship Council–certified deck furniture, they might be less motivated to, say, support attempts to prevent global deforestation on the agenda of their countries’ legislatures or executive branches. It’s worth noting that conscientious consumption might be a more tempting avenue than conventional political activism: unlike attending a rally, it can be practiced largely on one’s own schedule, and unlike writing to a political representative, it can often be easily displayed publicly and thus double as conspicuous consumption or virtue signaling (Heath and Potter 2004).33 Furthermore, the kinds of research that a consumer needs to do to assess a product’s provenance typically removes the consumer from considerations of the deep structural causes of a grave flaw, for the necessary research often concerns the impartiality of various elements of the infrastructure or histories of retail companies, rather than focusing on issues like the barriers to enforcing regulatory rules in the upstream country or the level of international support a nascent upstream regulatory state gets. Contrast this with a consumption with relinquishment approach, in which upstream considerations of what works to reduce grave flaws on the ground will typically be paramount.

I have found just two empirical studies of the issue of the interaction between conscientious consumption and political action, both with inconclusive results. Margaret Willis and Juliet Schor (2012) analyzed the results of two US nationwide surveys and found some correlation among American adults between rates of conscientious consumption and political engagement in general. But as Willis and Schor admit, their cross-sectional data could not show a causal effect of

32 I thank an anonymous reviewer for this example.
33 See O’Rourke (2012, 79). Barry and Macdonald (2016, 102) claim that “there is a great deal of evidence” that political consumerism campaigns and corporate accountability campaigns have “evolved in complementary and mutually supportive ways.” But the evidence they cite only involves ad hoc measures, such as downstream Fair Trade consumers also receiving, for example, school visits from upstream producers or information about broader campaigns to “make Trade Fair” rather than data as to the level of effective engagement that consumers take on global trade justice.
conscientious consumption on political engagement. Furthermore, four out of five respondents in one of the surveys reported becoming politically active before practicing conscientious consumption, so a “gateway” effect seems unlikely.\textsuperscript{34} Another empirical study of Dutch-speaking Belgians did find marginally significant results that engaging in conscientious consumption during 2017 was correlated with slight increases in political engagement during 2018 (De Moor and Verhaegen 2020). Neither survey was precise enough to show a strong connection between the domains in which conscientious consumption was practiced and the types of political engagement the individuals undertook. Given the paucity of good data on this issue, it seems premature to include potential effects of synergistic effects, positive or negative, in the consequentialist analysis of conscientious consumption.

### 5.3 The Upshot for Consequentialists

We have surveyed some of the main proposed direct and indirect costs and benefits of conscientious consumption. How does significant uncertainty interact with the cost–benefit payoff for the consequentialist? Return to the analogy of Obscured’s mine field. As uncertainty about the map’s accuracy increases, the expected value of trying to demine or avoid a mine in any particular spot drops, while the cost of actually receiving and consulting the maps remains relatively constant. Thus the expected value of soldiering on, trying to use the map to cross or demine the field, lessens simply as a function of how bad the map is and can drop below the expected value of blundering blind. When the expected value of using the map is overall worse than an alternative like blundering blind and using the time and resources saved to good use, consequentialist approaches support doing away with the map.

For utilitarians, the cost of checking the easily available consumer-information infrastructure and following its directions will remain relatively constant regardless of uncertainty about its accuracy, and efforts by an individual to further reduce uncertainty, to increase the expected value of his or her purchase, will also be costly in terms of time. There might be synergistic benefits to political movements of individuals trying to improve their knowledge, but there is also reason to suggest that conscientious consumption has a distracting or undermining effect on political action in the relevant domains. All in all, at least on a utilitarian account, the oft-neglected cavalier dividend combined with significant uncertainty greatly worsens the expected value of conscientious consumption. Of course, we should remain open to good evidence to the contrary, but given what appears to be the relatively low cost of increasing utility dramatically in developed countries through charitable giving,\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{34} As Bartley et al. (2015, 80) point out, any correlation could also be the result of conscientious consumption and political consumption overlapping: “It is possible that . . . consumer activities expand and political activities subsequently contract. In other words, the crowding-out effect could take hold as individuals progress through their lives or as larger historical changes shape the distribution of different forms of engagement.”

\textsuperscript{35} Effective altruist organizations estimate the cost of saving a life or an equivalent benefit in developing countries as a few thousand dollars (Givewell 2016).
it is hard for me to see how utilitarian approaches would support the priority of conscientious consumption across the board.

Perhaps low-hanging-fruit policies of choosing an apparently pure option when it is cheaper or on par with the apparently tainted option (e.g., shunning or selecting a particular major gasoline retailer due to news reports about recent poor conduct) could be justified by the consequences. Even then, if moral or political licensing effects are strong, even such low-hanging-fruit policies might not be justifiable on conscientious consumption grounds.

Things might seem to be a little more complex for a sophisticated consequentialist who places great negative weight on, for example, violations of rights to bodily autonomy or to property. Such an account would still recognize our tainted purchases as contributions to grave flaws, such as forced labor or banditry, but refuse to measure the cavalier dividend by the utility it could produce via highly effective charities. Wouldn’t such an account support a more robust conscientious consumption policy than the mere low-hanging-fruit policies? To answer this, we must keep in mind that the relevant alternative to conscientious consumption need not be a practice of consumption with “wide” relinquishment that simply tries to offset the damage done by grave flaws in global supply chains to which one contributes. Rather, relinquishment can be targeted in that it can channel the cavalier dividend to specific actors who work to remedy upstream harms, perhaps like those we surveyed in our discussion of the duty of preservation in section 4.3. It might be impossible to prevent the very acts of forced labor from which I am probably benefiting by buying new clothing from global supply chains. However, the sophisticated consequentialist could still use the cavalier dividend to support efforts to strengthen institutions that aim at seriously reducing the incidence of forced labor. These might include international human rights NGOs or campaigns for domestic politicians who have pledged to tackle such issues on either a domestic or global scale. In all, neither a utilitarian nor a more sophisticated consequentialist approach supports the priority of conscientious consumption. Rather, they support the ethical adequacy of consumption with relinquishment.

5.4 An Epistemic Objection to Consumption with Relinquishment and a Reply

My consequentialist-based epistemic argument against the priority of conscientious consumption relies on the contrast with consumption with relinquishment. Some might worry that the same problems of significant uncertainty simply reappear at the level in which someone is trying to spend the cavalier dividend that is derived by eschewing conscientious consumption. This is exacerbated for the approaches that place great value on specifically reducing grave flaws, because they cannot rely on the existing infrastructure of how best to promote human welfare.36

36 A further problem is uncertainty about the size of the cavalier dividend. Systematic thinking about this might be difficult, as the baseline is the cost of the conscientious consumption policy one would have chosen in the absence of systemic ignorance. Self-interest in wanting to minimize the amount one is obligated to donate, as well as the lack of an objective measure of the cavalier dividend, could well lead consumers to underestimate its size. I discuss this in Kingston (2020).
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My answer here parallels the epistemic advantages of other ways of responding to the grave flaws. Depending on one’s version of consequentialism, one could focus on trying to spend the cavalier dividend on just one kind of grave flaw, and one way of remedying it, or at most a few, making the payoff for time spent researching the issue in depth much more worthwhile than if one were to try to trace the relationship between what one buys and the wide range of grave flaws to which each product might be linked. Although the information infrastructure facing someone wishing to spend the cavalier divided will also feature many of the structural problems that plague the conscientious consumer, specialization will help such consumers understand the information infrastructure and its strengths and weaknesses. The consequentialist argument for the adequacy of relinquishment is strong.

6. A NOTE ON CHARACTER

What about those defenses of conscientious consumption that begin from the importance of moral character? Conscientious consumption is sometimes supposed to demonstrate virtues, such as care, empathy, solidarity, and fair-mindedness. But for virtue theory to recommend soldiering on with conscientious consumption in the face of significant uncertainty, we need to know that these virtues still apply. After all, in light of significant uncertainty, compared to consumption with relinquishment, conscientious consumption policies might instead embody hubris or obstinacy. To return to our example, if Obscured had a very good map, asking her team to demine the fields certainly might demonstrate care, empathy, solidarity, or fair-mindedness. If her map was very poor, the same strategy might now express the opposite due to risks it poses to her team. Likewise, conscientious consumption only truly embodies care, empathy, solidarity, or fair-mindedness if they represent an appropriate way of helping those one should be helping or treating fairly. Consumer uncertainty, I argued earlier, is highly prevalent. I believe that my arguments in sections 4 and 5 show that conscientious consumption is an inappropriate way to help the most vulnerable and deserving, and so typically, it is consumption with relinquishment that is a true embodiment of care, empathy, solidarity, and fair-mindedness. At the least, I have yet to see virtue-ethical defenses of conscientious consumption that take significant uncertainty and consumption with relinquishment into account. The adequacy of relinquishment thesis does not seem threatened by virtue-ethical approaches.

7. CONCLUSION

I have argued that the ethical priority of conscientious consumption looks far less plausible once we consider two often overlooked factors. One factor is that alternatives we should consider are not just consumers blundering through the market blind to upstream ethical concerns but consumers doing so and giving away the resources they save by not shopping their values. The other is the significant uncertainty that plagues consumers in particular, to a greater extent than workers and investors and more than NGOs and government departments. Taking these factors into account
affects different kinds of consequentialist and deontological reasoning in different ways but at best recommends only low-hanging-fruit policies that do not pose significant costs in terms of time, money, and motivation. In general, the adequacy of relinquishment thesis appears well supported.

I should point out here a number of limits of this current work. I have not considered a conditional argument for conscientious consumption on the grounds of integrity. For instance, one could argue that if one can be a more effective agent of political change by publicly appearing to consume conscientiously, then one should do so. And there is some evidence for the truth of the antecedent in some domains (Attari, Krantz, and Weber 2019). Also, whereas I suggest that even those taking a rights-based consequentialist view would largely support consumption with relinquishment, channeling the saved resources into promoting institutional change, strategic, targeted boycotts on whole countries to support or promote institutional changes might escape some of the epistemic problems I outline (see, e.g., Wenar 2016, 281–313). I have also focused on one of the domains of conscientious consumption (reactions to grave flaws in global supply chains) where significant uncertainty looms large. My analysis will apply less well to various other cases of conscientious consumption. For instance, in the case of conscientious consumption campaigns against local firms with bad production practices, consumers will have direct epistemic access to the production process. In the case of boycotts of goods from a particular country, country-of-origin labeling (unlike the certification of absence of upstream flaws) is institutionalized, so the provenance of at least simple commodities can be identified accurately.37 (Of course, such boycotts raise their own ethical questions aside from epistemic issues.) And in the case of obvious malfeasance by downstream companies where they are headquartered (rather than upstream), the distance between consumers and the purported grave flaw is less, so my epistemic arguments against conscientious consumption in global supply chains might not extend to these kinds of conscientious consumption.

Whether the domestic agriculture industry is marked by significant uncertainty of consumers is also a complex question. How different food choices affect water, soil health, pollinators, carbon emissions, and so on is hard to ascertain, even for experts. Eating beans instead of grain-fed beef might be a clear environmentally beneficial choice in most circumstances, but apart from that, much is deeply unclear about the environmental effects of food choices (Harwatt et al. 2017). While some small-scale agriculture systems, such as permaculture or regenerative agriculture, seem less clearly linked to grave flaws, whether they can be scaled up is debatable. Organic certification certainly does not track purity with regard to environmental grave flaws (Szasz 2007), and neither does a plant-based diet. For instance, a vegan diet high in methanogenic wet-paddy rice might have a larger carbon footprint than a rice-free diet incorporating chicken and eggs (Budolfson 2015). Fundamentally, consumers are largely in the dark about which food choices are better for the environment and

---

37 Region of origin as a proxy for production processes was used in this way in the British abolitionist sugar boycott (Hochschild 2006).
other humans. Thus much of my analysis of consumer practices regarding grave flaws in global supply chains might also apply to environmental flaws of food choices.

The situation is quite different when it comes to conscientious consumption that aims to shun the products of the intentional killing of animals. Here, owing in large part to long-standing cultural, social, and political norms of disclosing the ingredients of food, the provenance of products is clearer. A consumer can be relatively confident whether animals were killed intentionally to make a particular can of chili, whereas he or she cannot effectively tell whether, say, labor organizers were intimidated or blacklisted in making it. With the problem of judging provenance out of the way, the only epistemic issues on the table are the gravity of the flaw (how bad it is for us to kill an animal for food) and the effect of large-scale diet changes. Unlike the case of global supply chains, consumers are in just as good a position to make judgments about the gravity of the flaw (the killing of animals) as other actors are, and the effectiveness of aggregate consumer shifts away from meat eating appears uncontroversial.

Considering the epistemic status of one of the oldest and most well-known conscientious consumption policies, <shun meat>, provides something of an error theory as to why so many might ignore the threat of significant uncertainty and the cavalier dividend in other domains. The policy <shun meat> is embedded in an informational infrastructure that allows consumers to be relatively effective enforcers of strict standards that prevent grave flaws to politically silent victims in protein supply chains. What we should not do is infer from the possible priority of conscientious consumption with regard to intentional animal killing to the priority of conscientious consumption in other domains, such as in response to grave flaws in global supply chains. That kind of conscientious consumption stands on much shakier ground. Instead, we have the better (or at least equally good) option of blundering blind and passing resources to more effective, epistemically well-positioned actors both within and outside supply chains. The very moral considerations that are supposed to support conscientious consumption actually support consumption with relinquishment—that is, once we acknowledge the complexity of the world consumers must try to navigate.
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[38] Of course, this case has some tricky epistemic issues. Informational infrastructure in the case of the treatment of animals kept for milk or eggs is much weaker. It seems very difficult to standardize and monitor “humane treatment” of animals. Veganism thus appears to be a more consistent policy than vegetarianism in this regard.
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